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Abstract
In this paper we give the global conditions for an ordinary differential
equation to admit a superposition law of solutions in the classical sense.
This completes the well-known Lie superposition theorem. We introduce
rigorous notions of pretransitive Lie group action and Lie-Vessiot systems.
We proof that pretransitive Lie group actions are transitive. We proof that
an ordinary differential equation admit a superposition law if and only if
it is a pretransitive Lie-Vessiot system. It means that its enveloping alge-
bra is spanned by fundamental fields of a pretransitive Lie group action.
We discuss the relationship of superposition laws with differential Galois
theory and review the classical result of Lie.
1 Introduction and Main Results
Superposition laws of solutions of differential equations attracted the attention
of researchers since the statement of the question by S. Lie in the 19th cen-
tury. They appear widely, sometimes as reflect of certain linear phenomena,
and sometimes as genuine non-linear superposition (see Example 6.1). The lo-
cal characterization of ordinary differential equations admitting superposition
laws was partially done by S. Lie and G. Sheffers in [11]. In the last quarter
of 20th century, superposition laws attracted again the attention of pure and
applied mathematicians. Shnider and Winternitz, in [16], classify the germs of
low dimension differential equations admitting superposition laws. This work
can be seen as a classification of germs of homogeneous spaces. There is also
a number of applied papers on the subject, including [18, 17, 15, 9, 7, 4, 5]. A
good treatment of superposition laws can be seen in the textbook [8], and there
is a monography completely devoted to the subject [3].
However, the theoretical approach to superposition laws relies is Lie’s char-
acterization. This is a local result, and avoid the global problem of construction
of group. This problem was tackled first by Vessiot in [19], who analyzed the
∗This research has been partially supported by grant MCyT-FEDER MTM2006-00478of
Spanish goverment, and the Sergio Arboleda University Research Agency CIVILIZAR.
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same subject that Lie, but under a slighly different point of view, more related
with differential Galois theory. Instead of taking the Lie algebra of the group
from the joint invariants, Vessiot extract the group structure directly from the
superposition law. This idea is systematically used along Section 6. Those are
the key points that allow is to relate superposition of solutions with differential
Galois theory.
In the original infinitesimal Lie’s approach, it is necessary to integrate a Lie
algebra of autonomous vector fields, in order to obtain a number of arbitrary
constants that correspond to joint invariants – by joint invariants we mean
first integral of the differential equation lifted to the cartesian power. But, in
the general case, there are not appropiated joint invariants (see Example 4.1).
Instead of this, we recover at least a foliation on the cartesian power of the
phase space, and each leave of the foliation correspond to a determination of
those theoretical arbitrary constants. This defect was noticed by Carin˜ena,
Grabowsky and Marmo [6]. They substitute the notion of superposition law
for the milder notion of local superposition; then the classical statement of Lie
holds. Here we give the conditions for the existence of a superposition law in
the global classical sense, that is, a globally defined map that allow us to recover
the general solution.
An ordinary differential equation admitting a fundamental system of solu-
tions is, by definition, a system of non-autonomous differential equations,
dxi
dt
= Fi(t, x1, . . . , xn) i = 1, . . . , n (1)
for which there exists a set of formulae,
ϕi(x
(1), . . . , x(r);λ1, . . . , λn) i = 1, . . . , n (2)
expressing the general solution as function of r particular solutions of (1) and
some arbitrary constants λi. This means that for r particular solutions
(x
(i)
1 (t), . . . , x
(i)
n (t)) of the equations, satisfying certain non-degeneracy condi-
tion,
xi(t) = ϕi(x
(1)
1 (t), . . . , x
(1)
n (t), . . . , x
(r)
n (t);λ1, . . . , λn) (3)
is the general solution of the equation (1). In [12] Lie also stated that the arbi-
trary constants λi parametrize the solution space, in the sense that for different
constants, we obtain different solutions: there are not functional relations be-
tween the arbitrary constants λi. The set of formulae ϕi is usually referred to
as a superposition law for solutions of (1).
The class of ordinary differential equations admitting fundamental systems of
solutions, or superposition laws, was introduced by S. Lie in 1885 [11], as certain
class of auxiliary equations appearing in his integration methods for ordinary
differential equations. Further development is due to Guldberg and mainly to
Vessiot [19]. The characterization of such class of differential equations is given
by S. Lie and G. Scheffers in 1893 [12], and it is know as Lie’s superposition the-
orem, or Lie-Scheffers theorem. There is a Lie algebra canonically attached to
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any non-autonomous differential equation, the so called Lie-Vessiot-Guldberg or
enveloping algebra. Lie superposition theorem states that a differential equa-
tion admit a superposition law if and only if its enveloping algebra is finite
dimensional. This result, as observed by some contemporary authors (see [3]
and [6]), is not true in the general case. In fact, Lie theorem characterizes a
bigger class of differential equations, whichever admit certain invariant foliation
known as local superposition law. Here we find the characterization of differen-
tial equations admitting superposition laws in the classical sense. In order to
do so, we introduce the concepts of Lie-Vessiot systems and pretransitive Lie
group actions. Finally we obtain the whole picture of global superposition laws.
Theorem 2 (Global Lie). A non-autonomous complex analytic vector field
~X in a complex analytic manifold M admits a superposition law if and only if
it is a Lie-Vessiot system related to a pretransitive Lie group action in M .
Using this global philosophy it is easy to jump into the algebraic category.
First, is follows easly that rational (id est, given by rational functions of the
coordinates) superposition laws lead to rational actions of algebraic groups.
Theorem 3 Let ~X be a non-autonomous meromorphic vector field in an
algebraic manifold M that admits a rational superposition law. Then, it is a
Lie-Vessiot system related to an algebraic action of an algebraic group G if M .
This result allow us to connect Lie’s result with the frame of differential
Galois theory. The main purpose of differential Galois theory is to classify dif-
ferential equations with respect to their integrability and reducibility, and of
course, solve those that are integrable. The first step in differential Galois the-
ory is the theory due to Picard and Vessiot that deals with linear differential
equations. In this frame, there is a correspondence betweend linear differen-
tial equations and their differential Galois groups, which are algebraic groups
of matrixes. Being the Lie-Vessiot systems a natural generalization of linear
equations, then it is expectable to generalize the differential Galois theory for
them. In [10], E. Kolchin gives the theory of strongly normal extensions, a
generalization of Picard-Vessiot theory in which the Galois group are arbitrary
algebraic groups. However, this theory deals with differential field extensions
and not with differential equations. Thus, the connection with superposition
laws remained hidden for long time. This connection was first noticed by J. Ko-
vacic, and exposed in a series of lectures (including his conference in Algebraic
Methods in Dynamical Systems, Barcelona 2008). Here we give this connection
in a explicit way.
Theorem 4 Let ~X be a non-autonomous meromorphic vector field in an
algebraic manifold M with coefficients in the Riemann surface S that admits
a rational superposition law. Let L be the differenital field spanned by the co-
ordinates of any fundamental system of solutions of ~X. Then, M(S) ⊂ L is
a strongly normal extension in the sense of Kolchin. Moreover, if G is the al-
gebraic group of transformations in M induced by the superposition law, each
particular solution σ(t) of the associated automorphic system ~Ain G induce an
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injective map,
AutM(S)(L)→ G.
which is an anti-morphism of groups.
2 Non-autonomous Complex Analytic Vector Fields
Notation. From now on, the phase space M is a complex analytic mani-
fold, S is a Riemann surface together with a holomorphic derivation ∂ : OS →
OS , beig OS the sheaf of holomorphic functions in S. By the extended phase
space we mean the cartesian power S × M . We shall denote t for the gen-
eral point of S and x for the general point of M . We write x¯ for a r-frame
(x(1), . . . , x(r)) ∈ M r. Under this rule, we shall write f(x) for functions in M ,
f(t) for functions in S and f(t, x) for functions in the extended phase space.
Whenever we need we take a local system of coordinates x1, . . . , xn for M .
The induced system of coordinates in M r, component by components is then
x
(1)
1 , . . . , x
(1)
n , . . . , x
(r)
1 , . . . , x
(r)
n . The general point of the cartesian power M r+1
is seen as a pair (x¯, x) of an r-frame and an point ofM . Thus, local coordinates
in M r+1 are x
(1)
1 , . . . , x
(1)
n , . . . , x
(r)
1 , . . . , x
(r)
n , x1, . . . , xn.
Definition 1 A non-autonomous complex analytic vector field ~X in M , de-
pending on the Riemann surface S, is an autonomous vector field in S ×M
compatible with ∂ in the following sense:
~Xf(t) = ∂f(t) OS×M
~X // OS×M
OS
∂ //
OO
OS
OO
In each cartesian powerM r ofM we consider the lifted vector field ~Xr. This
is just the direct sum copies of ~X acting in each component of the cartesian
power M r. We have the local expression for ~X,
~X = ∂ +
n∑
i=1
Fi(t, x)
∂
∂xi
,
and also the local expression for ~Xr, which is a non-autonomous vector field in
M r,
~Xr = ∂ +
n∑
i=1
Fi(t, x
(1))
∂
∂x
(1)
i
+ . . .+
n∑
i=1
Fi(t, x
(r))
∂
∂x
(r)
i
. (4)
Let us consider ~X a non-autonomous vector field in M . We can see ~X as an
holomorphic map ~X : S → X(M), which assigns to each t0 ∈ S an autonomous
vector field ~Xt0 .
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Definition 2 The enveloping algebra of ~X is the Lie algebra of vector fields in
M spanned by the set vector fields { ~Xt0}t0∈S. The enveloping algebra of ~X is
denoted g( ~X).
Remark 2.1 Assume that there exist ~X1, . . . , ~Xs autonomous vector fields
in M spanning a finite dimensional Lie algebra, and holomorphic functions
f1(t), . . . , fs(t) in S such that,
~X = ∂ +
s∑
i=1
fi(t) ~Xi, [ ~Xi, ~Xj ] =
∑
k
ckij
~Xk. (5)
It follows that the enveloping algebra of ~X is a subalgebra of the one spanned by
~X1, . . . , ~Xs. Reciprocally, if the enveloping algebra of ~X is of finite dimension,
let us consider a basis { ~Xi}. The coordinates of ~Xt in such basis, when t varies
in S, define holomorphic functions fi(t). Thus, we obtain an expression as above
for ~X. Expression (5) is the condition expressed in [12] by S. Lie, and it is clear
that it is equivallent to the finite dimension of the enveloping algebra.
3 Superposition Laws
Definition 3 A superposition law for ~X is an analytic map
ϕ : U × P →M,
where U is analytic open subset of M r and P is an n-dimensional manifold,
verifying:
(a) U is union of integral curves of ~Xr
(b) If x¯(t) is a solution of ~Xr, defined for t in some open subset S′ ⊂ S, then
xλ(t) = ϕ(x¯(t);λ), is the general solution of ~X for t varying in S
′.
The problem of dependence on parameters can be reduced to the dependence
on initial conditions. The parameter space is then substituted by the phase
space. In virtue of the following proposition, from now on we will assume that
the space of parameters of any superposition law is the phase space itself.
Proposition 1 If ~X admits a superposition law,
φ : U × P →M, U ⊂M r,
then it admits another superposition law
ϕ : U ×M →M, U ⊂M r,
whose space of parameters is the space of the initial conditions in the following
sense: for a given t0 ∈ S there is a solution x¯(t) defined in a neighborhood of t0
such that for all x ∈M , ϕ(x¯(t0);x) = x.
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Proof. Consider a superposition law φ as in the statement. Let us choose
t0 ∈ S and certain local solution x¯0(t) of ~X
r. Then,
x(t;λ) = φ(x¯0(t);λ),
is the general solution. Define:
ξ : P →M, λ 7→ x(t0;λ),
then, by local existence and uniqueness of solutions for differential equations,
for each x0 ∈ M there exist a unique local solution x(t) such that x(t0) = x0.
Hence, there exist a map ϕ,
U × P
φ //
Id×ξ

M
U ×M
ϕ
;;wwwwwwwww
which is a superposition law for ~X satisfying the assumptions of the statement.

Example 3.1 (Linear systems) Let us consider a linear system of ordinary
differential equations,
dxi
dt
=
n∑
j=1
aij(t)xj , i = 1, . . . , n
as we should know, a linear combination of solutions of this system is also a
solution. Thus, the solution of the system is a n dimensional vector space,
and we can express the global solution as linear combinations of n linearly
independent solutions. The superposition law is written down as follows,
C
n×n
x
(j)
i
× Cnλj → C
n, (x
(j)
i , λj) 7→ (yi) yi =
n∑
j=1
λjx
(j)
i .
Example 3.2 (Riccati equations) Let us consider the ordinary differential
equation,
dx
dt
= a(t) + b(t)x+ c(t)x2,
let us consider four different solutions x1(t), x2(t), x3(t), x4(t). A direct compu-
tation gives that the anharmonic ratio is constant,
d
dt
(x1 − x2)(x3 − x4)
(x1 − x4)(x3 − x2)
= 0.
If x1, x2, x3 represent three known solutions, we can obtain the unknown solution
x from the expression,
λ =
(x1 − x2)(x3 − x)
(x1 − x)(x3 − x2)
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obtaining,
x =
x3(x1 − x2)− λx1(x3 − x2)
(x1 − x2)− λ(x3 − x2)
which is the general solution in function of the constant λ, and then a superpo-
sition law for the Riccati equation.
Let us consider OM the sheaf of holomorphic functions inM , and for each r,
the sheaf OMr of holomorphic functions in the cartesian power M
r. We denote
by O
~Xr
Mr the subsheaf of first integrals of the lifted vector field
~Xr (4) in OMr .
For the notion of regular ring we follow the definition of [14].
Definition 4 Let x be a point of M and OM,x be the ring of germs of complex
analytic functions in x. A subring R ⊂ OM,x is a regular ring if it is the ring
of first integrals of k germs in x of vector fields ~Y1,. . .,~Yk, which are C-linearly
independent at x and in involution:
[~Yi, ~Yj ] = 0.
The dimension dimR is the number dimCM − k.
Consider a sheaf of rings Ψ ⊂ OMr+1 of complex analytic functions in the
cartesian power M r+1. We say that Ψ is a sheaf of generically regular rings if
for a generic point (i.e. outside a closed analytic set) (x¯, x) ∈ M r+1 the stalk
Ψ(x¯,x) is a regular ring. A sheaf Ψ of generically regular rings is the sheaf of
first integrals of a generically regular Frobenius integrable foliation. We denote
this foliation by FΨ.
Definition 5 A local superposition law for ~X is a sheaf of rings Ψ ⊂ OMr+1 ,
for some r ∈ N, verifying:
(1) Ψ is a sheaf of generically regular rings of dimension ≥ n.
(2) ~Xr+1Ψ = 0, or equivalently, ~Xr+1 is tangent to FΨ.
(3) FΨ is generically transversal to the fibers of the projection
M r+1 →M r.
This notion is found for first time in [6], in the language of foliations. They
prove that the existence of a local superposition law of ~X is equivalent to finite
dimensional enveloping algebra, as we also are going to see.
Proposition 2 If ~X admits a superposition law, then it admits a local super-
position law.
Proof. Let us consider a superposition law for ~X,
ϕ : U ×M →M, U ⊂M r, ϕ = (ϕ1, . . . , ϕn).
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We write the general solution,
x(t) = ϕ(x(1)(t), . . . , x(r)(t);λ). (6)
The local analytic dependency with respect to initial conditions ensures that
the partial jacobian ∂(ϕ1,...ϕn)
∂(λ1,...,λn)
does not vanish. Therefore, at least locally, we
can invert with respect to the last variables,
λ = ψ(x(1)(t), . . . , x(r)(t), x(t)).
From that, the components ψi of ψ are first integrals of the lifted vector field
~Xr+1. We consider the sheaf of rings Ψ generated by these functions ψi. This
is a sheaf of regular rings of dimension n. By construction FΨ is transversal to
the fibers of the projection M r ×M → M r. We conclude that this sheaf is a
local superposition law for ~X. 
4 Local Superposition Theorem
Theorem 1 ((Local Superposition Theorem [6])) The non-autonomous vec-
tor field ~X in M admits a local superposition law if and only its enveloping
algebra is finite dimensional.
Once we understand the relation between superposition law and local su-
perposition law, we see that Lie’s original proof is still valid. Here we follow
[12]. However we detail some points that were not explicitly detailed and remain
obscure in the original proof.
It is clear that the finiteness of the enveloping algebra is not a sufficient
condition for the existence of a superposition law. It is neccesary to integrate
the enveloping algebra into a Lie group action.
For instance, any non-linear autonomous vector field has a one dimensional
enveloping Lie algebra, but it is widely know that the knowldedge of a number
of integral curves of a generic non-linear vector field do not lead to the general
solution. Some people can argue that this case is too degenerated because the
enveloping algebra of an autonomous vector field is too small in dimension.
However, we can construct of a differential equation in dimension 4, having
an enveloping Lie algebra of dimension 4 for which no superposition Law is
expectable.
Example 4.1 Let us consider the direct product of the well known Lorentz
system and a Riccati equation
x˙ = σ(y − x)
y˙ = x(ρ− z)− y
z˙ = xy − βz
u˙ =
2u
t
−
2
t2
− u2
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being σ, β, and ρ parameters. We can apply Lie test and we arrive to de
conclusion that the enveloping algebra is of dimension 4 and have the following
system of generators.
~X1 = σ(y − x)
∂
∂x
+ (x(ρ− z)− y)
∂
∂y
+ (xy − βz)
∂
∂z
~X2 = u
2 ∂
∂u
~X3 = u
∂
∂u
~X4 =
∂
∂u
Our original vector field is ~X = ~X1 − ~X2 +
2
t
~X3 −
2
t2
~X4. Let us assume that
this system admits a superposition Law,
ϕ : (C4)r × C4 → C4.
The solutions of the Riccati equation in (7) can be easily found, and they turn
to be of the form u(t) = 1+2at
t(1+at) with a constant. Therefore, the solutions of
(7) are of the form
(
x(t), y(t), z(t), 1+2at
t(1+at)
)
where (x(t), y(t), z(t)) is a solution
of the Lorentz system. By taking suitable values for a1, . . . , ar, we can put the
corresponding solutions of the Riccati equation inside the superposition law,
project C4 onto C3, and we will get a map ϕ¯ of the same kind that ϕ,
ϕ¯ : (C3)r × C4 → C3, (xi, yi, zi, λ) 7→ πx,y,z
(
ϕ
(
xi, yi, zi,
1 + 2ait
t(1 + ait)
))
that gives us the general solution of the Lorentz system in function of r known
solutions and 4 arbitrary constants. Of course, the existence of such a map for
the Lorenz atractor equations is not expectable at all.
Local Superposition Law Implies Finite Dimensional
Enveloping Algebra
First, let us assume that ~X admits a local superposition law Ψ in OMr+1 . Let us
consider the cartesian power ~Xr+1 as a non-autonomous vector field in M r+1.
Any section ψ of Ψ is a first integral of ~Xr+1.
Consider the family of vector fields { ~Xr+1t }t∈S ⊂ X(M
r+1). Let us take
a maximal subfamily { ~Xr+1t }t∈Λ of OMr+1 -linearly independent vector fields;
here, Λ is some subset of S. The cardinal of a set OMr+1 -linearly independent
vector fields is bounded by the dimension of M r+1. Hence,
Λ = {t1, . . . , tm},
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is a finite subset. We denote the corresponding vector fields as follows:
~Xr+1i =
~Xr+1ti i = 1, . . . ,m.
We consider the following notation; in the cartesian power M r+1 we denote
the different copies of M as follows:
M r+1 =M (1) × . . .×M (r) ×M.
We recall that the lifted vector field ~Xr+1i is the sum,
~Xr+1i =
~X
(1)
i + . . .+
~X
(r)
i +
~Xi,
of r + 1 copies of the same vector field acting in the different copies of M .
The sheaf Ψ consists of first integrals of the fields ~Xr+1i . Thus, for all i, j,
the Lie bracket [ ~Xr+1i ,
~Xr+1j ] also annihilates the sheaf Ψ. We can write the Lie
bracket as a sum of r+1 copies of the same vector field in M . Let us note that
the Lie bracket of two lifted vector fields is again a lifted vector field.
[ ~Xr+1i ,
~Xr+1j ] = [
~X
(1)
i ,
~X
(1)
j ] + . . .+ [
~X
(r)
i ,
~X
(r)
j ] + [
~Xi, ~Xj ].
We recall that a regular distribution of vector fields is a distribution of
constant rank, and a regular distribution is said Frobenius integrable if it is
closed by Lie brackets.
The m vector fields ~Xr+1i span a distribution which is generically regular of
rank m. However, in the general case, it is not Frobenius integrable. We add
all the feasible Lie brackets, obtaining an infinite family
X =
∞⋃
k=0
Xk
where,
X0 = { ~X
r+1
1 , . . . ,
~Xr+1m },
and,
Xk = {[~Y , ~Z] | ~Y ∈ Xi, ~Z ∈ Xj for i < k and j < k}.
The family X is a set of lifted vector fields. They span a generically regular
distribution inM r+1 which is, by construction, Frobenius integrable. We extract
of this family a maximal subset of OMr+1 -linearly independent vector fields,
{~Y r+11 , . . . ,
~Y r+1s }.
They span the same generically regular Frobenius integrable distribution of rank
s ≥ m. Without any lose of generality we can assume that the m vector fields
~Xr+1i are within this family. These vector fields
~Y r+1i annihilate the sheaf Ψ.
Thus, we also obtain the Lie inequality,
s ≤ nr (7)
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because the distribution of vector fields annihilating Ψ has rank nr+n−dim(Ψ),
and by hypothesis dim(Ψ) is greater than n.
The vector fields ~Y r+1i in M
r+1 are lifted. We write them as a sum of
different copies of a vector field in M .
~Y r+1i =
~Y
(1)
i + . . .+
~Y
(r)
i +
~Yi. (8)
They span an integrable distribution, so that there exist analytic functions λkij
in M r+1 such that,
[~Y r+1i ,
~Y r+1j ] =
s∑
k=1
λkij(x
(1), . . . , x(r), x)~Y r+1k , (9)
Let us prove that these functions λkij are, in fact, constants. From (8) we
have
[~Y r+1i ,
~Y r+1j ] = [
~Y
(1)
i ,
~Y
(1)
j ] + . . .+ [
~Y
(r)
i ,
~Y
(r)
j ] + [
~Yi, ~Yj ]
and then substituting again (8) and (9) we obtain for all a = 1, . . . , r
[~Y
(a)
i ,
~Y
(a)
j ] =
s∑
k=1
λkij(x
(1), . . . , x(r), x)~Y
(a)
k (10)
and
[~Yi, ~Yj ] =
s∑
k=1
λkij(x
(1), . . . , x(r), x)~Yk (11)
These vector fields act exclusively in their respective copies ofM . Then
∑s
k=1 λ
k
ij
~Yk
is a vector field in M , and
∑s
k=1 λ
k
ij
~Y
(a)
k is also a vector field in M
(a), the a-
th component in the cartesian power M r+1. There is an expression in local
coordinates for the vector fields ~Yi,
~Yi =
n∑
l=1
ξil(x)
∂
∂xl
,
and
~Y
(a)
i =
n∑
l=1
ξil(x
(a))
∂
∂xl
.
Thus,
s∑
k=1
λkij(x
(1), . . . , x(r), x)~Yk =
s∑
k=1
n∑
l=1
λkij(x
(1), . . . , x(r), x)ξkl(x)
∂
∂xl
is a vector field in M , and for each a,
s∑
k=1
λkij(x
(1), . . . , x(r), x)~Y
(a)
k =
s∑
k=1
n∑
l=1
λkij(x
(1), . . . , x(r), x)ξkl(x
(a))
∂
∂x
(a)
l
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is a vector field in M (a). Therefore, the coefficients of [~Yi, ~Yj ],
s∑
k=1
λkij(x
(1), . . . , x(r), x)ξkl(x); (12)
depend only on x1, . . . , xn; and analogously for each a varying from 1 to r the
coefficients of [~Y
(a)
i ,
~Y
(a)
j ],
s∑
k=1
λkij(x
(1), . . . , x(r), x)ξkl(x
(a)) (13)
depend only on the coordinate functions x
(a)
1 , . . . , x
(a)
n . Fix 1 ≤ α ≤ n. Let us
prove that
∂λkij
∂xα
= 0 for all i = 1, . . . , s, j = 1, . . . , s and k = 1, . . . , s. The same
argument is valid for
∂λkij
∂x
β
α
, just interchanging the factors of the cartesian power
M r+1.
The expressions (13) do not depend on xα, and then their partial derivative
vanish,
s∑
k=1
∂λkij
∂xα
ξkl(x
(a)) = 0. (14)
We can write these expressions together in matrix form,

ξ11(x
(1)) ξ21(x
(1)) . . . ξs1(x
(1))
ξ12(x
(1)) ξ22(x
(1)) . . . ξs2(x
(1))
...
...
. . .
...
ξ1n(x
(1)) ξ2n(x
(1)) . . . ξsn(x
(1))
ξ11(x
(2)) ξ21(x
(2)) . . . ξs1(x
(2))
...
...
...
...
...
...
ξ1n(x
(r)) ξ2n(x
(r)) . . . ξsn(x
(r))




∂λ1ij
∂xα
...
...
...
...
∂λsij
∂xα


=


0
...
...
...
...
...
0


; (15)
for all i = 1, . . . , s and j = 1, . . . , s. Then, the vector
(
∂λ1ij
∂xα
, . . . ,
∂λsij
∂xα
)
is a
solution of a linear system of n·r equations. If we prove the matrix of coefficients
above is of maximal rank, then from Lie’s inequality (7) we know that this
system has only a trivial solution and
∂λkij
∂xα
= 0.
In order to do that, let us consider the natural projections,
π : M (1) × . . .×M (r) ×M →M (1) × . . .×M (r),
onto the first r factors and
π1 : M
(1) × . . .×M (r) ×M →M,
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onto the last factor.
Vector fields ~Y r+1k are projectable by π, and their projection is
π∗(~Y
r+1
k ) =
~Y
(1)
k + . . .+
~Y
(r)
k ,
The expression of π∗(~Y
r+1
k ) in local coordinates is precisely,
π∗(~Y
r+1
k ) =
n∑
l=1
r∑
m=1
ξkl(x
(m))
∂
∂x
(m)
l
the k-th column of the matrix of coefficients of (15). We can state that
∂λkij
∂xα
vanish if and only if the vector fields π∗(~Y
r+1
1 ), . . . , π∗(
~Y r+1s ) are generically
linearly independents. Assume that there is a non-trivial linear combination
equal to zero,
s∑
k=1
Fk(x
(1), . . . x(r))π∗(~Y
r+1
k ) =
s∑
k=1
r∑
m=1
Fk(x
(1), . . . x(r))Y
(m)
k = 0
the fields ~Y r+1k are generically linearly independent, and then the vector field
~Z =
s∑
k=1
Fk(x
(1), . . . x(r))~Y r+1k =
s∑
k=1
Fk(x
(1), . . . x(r))~Yk
is different from zero. The vector field ~Z annihilates simultaneously the sheaves
Ψ and π∗1(OM ). It annihilates Ψ because it is a linear combination of the
~Y r+1k .
Moreover it annihilates π∗1(OM ), because it is a linear combination of the ~Yk.
This is in contradiction with the transversality condition of Definition 5.
We have proven that the π∗(~Y
r+1
n ), . . . π∗(
~Y r+1n ) are linearly independent,
and then that the partial derivatives
∂λkij
∂xα
vanish. If we fix a superindex (a)
between 1 and r, the same argument is valid for the partial derivatives
∂λkij
∂x
(a)
α
.
Hence, the λkij are constants c
k
ij ∈ C,
[~Yi, ~Yj ] = c
k
ij
~Yk, (16)
and the vector fields ~Y1,. . .,~Ys span a s-dimensional Lie algebra in M , the en-
veloping algebra of ~X.
Finite Dimensional Enveloping Algebra Implies Local Superposition
Reciprocally, let us assume that ~X has a finite dimensional enveloping algebra.
Throughout this section we assume that this enveloping algebra acts transitively
in M . It means that for a generic point x of M the values of elements of g( ~X)
at x span the whole tangent space:
g( ~X)x = TxM.
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This assumption of transitivity can be done in the local case without any
lose of generality. If the g( ~X) is not transitive, it gives a non-trivial foliation
of M . We can then substitute the integral leaves of the foliation for the phase
space M .
Lemma 1 Let us consider ~Y1, . . . , ~Ym vector fields inM , C-linearly independent
but generating a distribution which is generically of rank less than m. Then
there is a natural number r such that the lifted vector fields ~Y r1 , ,
~Y rm generate
a generically regular distribution of rank m of vector fields of M r.
Proof. We use an induction argument on m. The initial case is true,
because a non null vector field generate a distribution which is generically regular
of rank 1. Let us assume that the lemma is proven for the case ofm vector fields.
Consider m + 1 vector fields ~Y1, . . . , ~Ym, ~Y . We can substitute some cartesian
power M r for M and apply the induction hypothesis on ~Y1, . . . , ~Ym. Thus, we
can assume that Y r1 , . . . , Y
r
m span a generically regular distribution of vector
fields in M r. From now on, we denote N for the cartesian power M r, and ~Zi
for the lifted vector field ~Y ri .
If the distribution spanned by ~Z1, . . . , ~Zm, ~Z is not of rank m + 1, then ~Z
can be written as a linear combination of the others with coefficients functions
in N ,
~Z =
m∑
i=1
fi(x)~Zi.
Consider N2 = N (1) × N (2). Let us prove that the distribution generated by
~Z21 , . . . , ~Z
2
m, ~Z
2 is generically regular of rank m+1. Using reductio ad absurdum
let us assume that the rank is less that m+1. Then Z2 is a linear combination
of ~Z21 , . . . ,
~Z2m with coefficients functions in N
2,
~Z2 =
m∑
i=1
gi(x
(1), x(2))(~Z
(1)
i + Z
(2)
i ), (17)
on the other hand,
~Z2 = ~Z(1) + ~Z(2) =
m∑
i=1
fi(x
(1))~Z
(1)
i + fi(x
(2))~Y
(2)
i . (18)
Equating (17) and (18) we obtain,
gi(x
(1), x(2)) = fi(x
(1)) = fi(x
(2)), i = 1, . . . ,m.
Hence, the functions gi are constants ci ∈ C but in such case,
~Z =
m∑
k=1
ci ~Zi,
~Z is C-linear combination of ~Z1, . . . ~Zm, in contradiction with the hypothesis of
the lemma of C-linear independence of these vector fields. Then, the rank of
the distribution spanned by ~Y 2r1 ,. . .,
~Y 2rm ,
~Y 2r is m+ 1. 
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Let us take a basis {~Y1, . . . ~Ys} of g( ~X). The previous lemma says that there
exist r such that the distribution generated by ~Y r1 , . . . ,
~Y rs is generically regular
of rank s in M r, the dimension of M r is nr so that we have again s ≤ nr. We
take one additional factor in the cartesian power, and hence we consider the
complex analytic manifold M r+1. We define Ψ as the sheaf of first integrals
of the lifted vector fields ~Y r+11 , . . . , Y
r+1
s in M
r+1. These vector fields span a
generically Frobenius integrable distribution of rank s, and then Ψ is a sheaf of
regular rings of dimension n+ nr − s, which is greater or equal to n.
Let us see that the foliation FΨ is generically transversal to the fibers of the
projection π : M r+1 →M r. By the transitivity hypothesis on g( ~X), the tangent
space to these fibers is spanned by the s vector fields ~Yk, where k varies from
1 to s. Let ~Z be a vector field tangent to the fibers of π. If this vector field is
tangent to FΨ then it is a linear combination of the ~Y
r+1
i with coefficients in
OMr+1 ,
~Z =
s∑
i=1
Fi(x
(1), . . . , x(r), x)~Y r+1i =
s∑
i=1
FiY
r
i +
s∑
i=1
FiYi,
and from that we obtain that,
s∑
i=1
Fi(x
(1), . . . , x(r), x)~Y ri = 0, (19)
s∑
i=1
Fi(x
(1), . . . , x(r), x)~Y r+1i =
s∑
i=1
Fi(x
(1), . . . , x(r), x)~Yi (20)
where ~Y ri =
~Y
(1)
i + . . . +
~Y
(r)
i . The vector fields
~Y r1 ,. . .,~Y
r
s span a distribution
which is generically of rank s by construction. And, if considered as vector fields
in M r+1, they do not depend of the last factor in the cartesian power. Then we
can specialize the functions Fi to some fixed value x ∈M in the last component,
for which the linear combination (19) is not trivial. We obtain an expression,
s∑
i=1
Gi(x
(1), . . . , x(r))~Yi = 0, (21)
that gives us is a linear combination of the ~Yi with coefficients functions if M
r.
Vector fields ~Yi are C-linearly independent; therefore this linear combination
(21) is trivial and the functions Gi vanish. These functions are the restriction
of the functions Fi to arbitrary values in the last factor of M
r+1, then the
functions Fi also vanish. We conclude that the vector field ~Z is zero, and FΨ
intersect transversally the fibers of the projection π.
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5 Actions of complex analytic Lie groups
5.1 Complex Analytic Lie Groups
Definition 6 A complex analytic Lie Group G is a group endowed with an
structure of complex analytic manifold. This structure is compatible with the
group law in the sense of that the map:
G×G→ G, (σ, τ) 7→ στ−1
is complex analytic.
From now on, let us consider a complex analytic Lie group G. We say that
a subset H is a complex analytic subgroup of G if it is both a subgroup and a
complex analytic submanifold of G. In the usual topology, the closure H¯ of a
subgroup of G is just a Lie subgroup, and it is not in general complex analytic.
Instead of H¯ we consider the complex analytic closure,
H˜ =
⋂
H⊂G′
G′ G′ complex analytic.
This is the smaller complex analytic subgroup containing H .
Invariant Vector Fields
Each element σ ∈ G defines two biholomorphisms of G as complex analytic
manifold. They are the right translation Rσ and the left translation Lσ:
Rσ(τ) = τσ, Lσ(τ) = στ.
The following result is true in the general theory of groups. It is quite
interesting that right translations are the symmetries of left translations and
viceversa. This simple fact has amazing consequences in the theory of differential
equations.
Remark 5.1 Let f : G→ G be a map. Then, there is an element σ such that
f is the right translation Rσ if and only if f commutes with all left translations.
Let us consider X(G) the space of all regular complex analytic vector fields
in G. It is, in general, an infinite dimensional Lie algebra over C – with the
Lie bracket of derivations –. A biholomorphism f of G transform regular vector
field into regular vector fields. By abuse on notation we denote by the same
symbol f the automorphism of the Lie algebra of regular vector fields.
f : X(G)→ X(G), ~X 7→ f( ~X) f( ~X)σ = f
′( ~Xf−1(σ))
Definition 7 A regular vector field ~A ∈ X(G) is called a right invariant vector
field if for all σ ∈ G the right translation Rσ transform ~A into itself. A regular
vector field ~A ∈ X(G) is called a left invariant vector field if for all σ ∈ G the
right translation Lσ transforms ~A into itself.
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For any tangent vector ~Ae ∈ TeG in the identity element of G there is an
only right invariant vector field ~A which takes the value ~Ae at e. Then the space
of right invariants vector fields is a C-vector space of the same dimension as G.
The Lie bracket of right invariant vector fields is a right invariant vector field.
We denote by R(G) the Lie algebra of right invariants vector fields in G. The
same discussion holds for left invariants vector fields. We denote by L(G) the
Lie algebra of left invariants vector fields in G.
Note that the inversion morphism that sends σ to σ−1 is an involution that
conjugates right translations with left translations. Then, it sends right in-
variant vector fields to left invariant vector fields. Thus, R(G) and L(G) are
isomorphic Lie algebras.
Exponential Map
Let us consider ~A ∈ R(G). There is a germ of solution curve of ~A that sends
the origin to the identity element e ∈ G. By the composition law, it extend to
a globally defined curve:
σ : C→ G, t 7→ σt.
This map is a group morphism and {σt}t∈C is a monopoarametric subgroup of
G.
Definition 8 We call exponential map to the application that assigns to each
right invariant vector field ~A the element σ1 of the solution curve σt of ~A:
exp: R(G)→ G, ~A 7→ exp( ~A) = σ1.
The exponential map is defined in the same way for left invariant vector
fields. If ~A ∈ R(G) and ~B ∈ L(G) take the same value at e, then they share
the same solution curve {σt}t∈C, and exp(t ~A) = exp(t ~B).
If ~A is a right invariant vector field, then the exponential of ~A codifies the
flow of ~A as vector field. This flow is given by the formula:
Φ
~A : C×G→ G, Φ
~A : (t, σ) 7→ exp(t ~A) · σ.
The same is valid for left invariant vector fields. If ~B is a left invariant vector
field then the flow of ~B is:
Φ
~B : C×G→ G, Φ
~B : (t, σ) 7→ σ · exp(t ~B).
Finally we see that right invariant vector fields are infinitesimal generators of
monoparametric groups of left translations. Reciprocally left invariant vector
fields are infinitesimal generators of monoparametric groups of right transla-
tions. The following statement is the infinitesimal version of the commutation
of right and left translations:
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Remark 5.2 Let ~X be a vector field in G. It is a right invariant vector field
if and only if for all left invariant vector field ~B in G the Lie bracket, [ ~B, ~X],
vanish.
The same is true if we change the roles of right and left in the previous
statement. We have seen that the Lie algebra of symmetries of right invariant
vector fields is the algebra of left invariant vector fields and viceversa:
[R(G),L(G)] = 0.
5.2 Complex Analytic Homogeneous Spaces
Definition 9 A G-space M is a complex analytic manifold M endowed with a
complex analytic action of G,
G×M
a
−→M, (σ, x) 7→ σ · x.
Let M be a G-space. For a point x ∈ M we denote by Hx the isotropy
subgroup of elements of G that let x fixed, and Ox for the orbit G · x of x. Let
us remind that an action is said to be transitive if there is a unique orbit; it
is said free if for any point x the isotropy Hx consist of the identity element
e ∈ G. The kernel K of the action is the intersection of all isotropy subgroups
∩x∈MHx. It is a normal subgroup of G. The action of G in M is said to be
faithful if its kernel consist only of the identity element.
Definition 10 A G-space M is a homogeneous G-space if the action of G in
M is transitive. A principal homogeneous G-space M is a G-space such that the
action of G in M is free and transitive.
By a morphism of G-spaces we mean a morphism f of complex analytic man-
ifolds which commutes with the action of G, f(σ ·x) = σf˙(x). Whenever it does
not lead to confusion we write homogeneous space instead of G-homogeneous
space on so on.
Let M be a G-space. For any x in M the natural map,
G→ Ox σ 7→ σ · x
induces an isomorphism of Ox with the homogeneous space of cosets G/Hx; it
follows that any homogeneous space is isomorphic to a quotient of G.
A point x ∈ M is called a principal point if and only if Hx = {e} if and
only if Ox is a principal homogeneous space. In such case we say that Ox is a
principal orbit.
Definition 11 For a G-space M we denote by M/G the space orbits of the
action of G in M .
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The main problem of the invariant theory is the study of the structure of such
quotient spaces. In general this space of orbitsM/G can have a very complicated
structure, and then it should not exist within the category of complex analytic
manifolds. This situation is even more complicated in the algebraic case.
Fundamental Vector Fields
Let M be a G-space. An element ~A of the Lie algebra R(G) can be considered
as a vector field in the cartesian product G×M that acts in the first component
only. This vector field ~A is projectable by the action,
a : G×M →M,
and its projection in M is a vector field that we denote ~AM , the fundamental
vector field in M induced by ~A. Namely, for any x ∈M we have:
( ~AM )x =
d
dt
(exp(t ~A) · x).
Proposition 3 The map that assign fundamental vector fields to right invariant
vector fields,
R(G)→ X(M), ~A→ ~AM ,
is a Lie algebra morphism.
The kernel of this map is the Lie algebra of the kernel subgroup of the
action, i.e. ∩x∈MHx. Thus, if the action is faithful then it is injective; its image
is isomorphic to the quotient R(G)/R (∩x∈MHx).
Definition 12 We denote by R(G,M) the Lie algebra of fundamental vector
fields of the action of G on M .
The flow of fundamental vector fields is given by the exponential map in the
group G:
Φ
~AM : C×M →M, (t, x) 7→ exp(t ~A) · x.
Basis of an Homogeneous Space
Here we introduce the concept of basis and rank of homogeneous spaces. This
concept has been implicitely used by S. Lie and E. Vessiot in their research on
superposition laws for differential equations. However, we have not found any
modern reference on this point. From now on, let us consider an homogeneous
space M .
Definition 13 Let S be any subset of M . We denote by HS to the isotropy
subgroup of S:
HS =
⋂
x∈S
Hx = {σ |σ · x = x ∀x ∈ S}.
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Definition 14 We call 〈S〉, space spanned by S ⊂M , to the space of invariants
of HS:
〈S〉 = {x |σ · x = x ∀σ ∈ HS}.
Definition 15 A subset S ⊂ M is called a system of generators of M as G-
space if 〈S〉 =M .
S is a system of generators if and only if the isotropy HS is coincides with
the kernel of the action HM , ⋂
x∈S
Hx =
⋂
x∈M
Hx.
In particular, for a faithful action, S is a system of generators of M if an only
if HS = {e}.
Definition 16 We call a basis of M to a minimal system of generators of M .
We say that an homogeneous space is of finite rank if there exist a finite basis
of M . The minimum cardinal of basis of M is called the rank of M .
Let us consider an homogeneous space M . The group G acts in each carte-
sian power M r component by component, so M r is a G-space. The following
proposition characterizing basis of M is elemental:
Proposition 4 Let us assume that M is a faithful homogeneous space of finite
rank r. Let us consider x¯ = (x(1), . . . , x(r)) ∈M r. The following statements are
equivalent:
(1) {x(1), . . . , x(r)} is a basis of M .
(2) x¯ is a principal point of M r.
(3) Hx¯ = {e}.
Corollary 1 ((Lie’s inequality)) If M is a faithful homogeneous space of fi-
nite rank r then,
r · dimM ≥ dimG.
Proof. The dimension ofM r is r·dimM ; butM r contains principal orbits
Ox¯ which are isomorphic to G, and then of the same dimension. 
Proposition 5 Let M be a faithful homogeneous space of finite rank r. The
subset B ⊂M r of all pricipal points of M r is an analytic open subset.
Proof. Consider { ~A1, . . . , ~As} a basis of the Lie algebra R(G,M
r) of fun-
damental fields in M r. For each x¯ ∈ M r, those vector fields span the tangent
space to Ox¯,
〈 ~A1,x¯, . . . , ~As,x¯〉 = Tx¯Ox¯ ⊂ Tx¯M
r.
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By Proposition 4 there is a principal point y¯ ∈ M r. The dimension of Oy¯ is s,
so that ~A1,y¯, . . ., ~As,y¯ are linearly independent. The set
B0 = {x¯ ∈M
r | ~A1,x¯, . . . , ~As,x¯ are linearly independent },
is the complementary of the analytic closed subset defined by the minors of rank
s of the matrix formed by the vectors ~Ai. It is non-void, because it contains y¯.
Thus, B0 is a non-void analytic open subset of M .
By definition, a r-frame x¯ is in B0 if and only if its orbit Ox¯ is of dimension
s, if and only if the isotropy subgroup of x¯ is a discrete subgroup of G; therefore
B ⊂ B0 ⊂M
r.
The function in B0 that assigns to each x¯ the cardinal #Hx¯ of its isotropy
subgroup is upper semi-continuous; thus, it reach its minimum 1, along an
analytic open subset B ⊂ B0. This B is the set of all principal points of M
r, it
is an analytic open subset of B0 and then also of M
r. 
5.3 Pretransitive actions and Lie-Vessiot systems
From now on, let us consider a complex analytic Lie group G, and a faithful
analytic action of G on M ,
G×M →M, (σ, x)→ σ · x.
R(G) is the Lie algebra of right-invariant vector fields inG. We denoteR(G,M)
the Lie algebra of fundamental vector fields of the action of G on M (Definition
12).
For each r ∈ N, G acts in the cartesian powerM r component by component.
There is a minimum r such that there are principal orbits in M r. If M is an
homogeneous space then this number r is the rank of M (Definition 16).
Definition 17 We say that the action of G on M is pretransitive if there exists
r ≥ 1 and an analytic open subset U ⊂M r such that:
(a) U is union of principal orbits.
(b) The space of orbits U/G is a complex analytic manifold.
Proposition 6 If M is a G-homogeneous space of finite rank, then the action
of G in M is pretransitive.
Proof. Let r be the rank of M . The set B ⊂ M r of principal points of
M r is an analytic open subset (Proposition 5). Let us see that the space of
orbits B/G is a complex analytic manifold. In order to do so we will construct
an atlas for B/G. Let us consider the natural projection:
π : B → B/G, x¯ 7→ π(x¯) = Ox¯.
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Let us consider x¯ ∈ B; let us construct a coordinate open subset for π(x¯). Ox¯ is
a submanifold of B. We take a submanifold L of B such that Ox¯ and L intersect
transversally in x¯,
Tx¯U = Tx¯Ox¯ ⊕ Tx¯L.
Let us prove that there is an polydisc Ux¯, open in L and centered on x¯, such
that Ox¯ ∩ Ux¯ = x¯. The action of G on B is continuous and free. So that, if the
required statement statement holds, then there exists a maybe smaller polydisc
Vx¯ centered in x¯ and open in L such that for all y¯ ∈ Vx¯ the intersection of Oy¯
with Vx¯ is reduced to the only point y¯. Thus, Vx¯ projects one-to-one by π.
π : Vx¯
∼
−→ Vπ(x¯) y¯ 7→ π(y¯) = Oy¯
Vπ(x¯) is an open neighborhood of π(x). The inverse of π is an homeomorphism
of such open subset of B/G with a complex polydisc. In this way we obtain
an open covering of the space of orbits. Transitions functions are the holonomy
maps of the foliation whose leaves are the orbits. Thus, transition functions are
complex analytic and B/G is a complex analytic manifold.
Reasoning by reductio ad absurdum let us assume that there is not a polydisc
verifying the required hypothesis. Each neighborhood of x in L intersects then
Ox in more than one points. Let us take a topological basis,
U1 ⊃ U2 ⊃ . . . ⊃ . . . ,
of open neighborhoods of x¯ in L.
∞⋂
i=1
Ui = {x¯}, Ui ∩Ox¯ = {x¯, x¯i, . . .}.
In this way we construct a sequence {x¯i}i∈N in L ∩Ox¯ such that,
lim
i→∞
x¯i = x¯,
where x¯i is different from x¯ for all i ∈ N. The action of G is free, so that, for
each i ∈ N there is an unique σi ∈ G such that σi(x¯i) = x¯. We write these
r-frames in components,
x¯ = (x(1), . . . , x(r)), x¯i = (x
(1)
i , . . . , x
(r)
i ),
we have that for all i ∈ N and k = 1, . . . , r,
x(k) = σi(x
(k)
i ).
For all i ∈ N and k = 1, . . . , r, let us denote,
H
x
(k)
i
,x(k)
= {σ ∈ G |σ · x
(k)
i = x
(k)},
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the set of all elements of G sending x
(k)
i to x
(k). This set is the image of the
isotropy group Hx(k) by a right translation in G. When x
(k)
i is closer to x
(k)
this translation is closer to the identity. We have,
σi ⊂
r⋂
k=1
H
x
(k)
i
,x(k)
,
and from that,
lim
i→∞
σi ∈
r⋂
k=1
Hx(k) ,
but this intersection in precisely the isotropy group of x¯ and then σi
i→∞
−−−→ e.
On the other hand there is a neighborhood of x¯ in Ox¯ that intersects L only
in x¯. So that there is a neighborhood Ue of the identity in G such that Ue · x¯
intersects L only in x¯. From certain i0 on, σi is in Ue, and then σi = e. Then
x¯i = x¯, in contradiction with the hypothesis. 
Remark 5.3 Pretransitive actions are not uncommon. For example, if M and
N are G homogeneous spaces of finite rank, then M × N is not in general an
homogeneous space, but it is clear that it is a pretransitive space. Also the linear
case provides useful examples. For a vector space E it is clear that the action
of the linear group GL(E) on any tensor construction on E is pretransitive.
Definition 18 A non-autonomous analytic vector field ~X in M is called a Lie-
Vessiot system, relative to the action of G, if its enveloping algebra is spanned
by fundamental fields of the action of G on M ; i.e. g( ~X) ⊂ R(G,M).
6 Global Superposition Theorem
In this section we prove our first main result. As mentioned, it is inspired in
Vessiot [19] philosophy of extracting the group action from the superposition
law.
Theorem 2 A non-autonomous complex analytic vector field ~X in a complex
analytic manifold M admits a superposition law if and only if it is a Lie-Vessiot
system related to a pretransitive Lie group action in M .
Pretransitive Lie-Vessiot Systems admit Superposition Laws
Consider a faithful pretransitive Lie group action,
G×M →M, (σ, x) 7→ σ(x),
and assume that ~X is a Lie-Vessiot system relative to the action of G. Let us
consider the application,
R(G)→ X(M), ~A 7→ ~AM ,
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that send a right-invariant vector field in G to its corresponding fundamental
vector field in M . Let {A1, . . . , As} be a basis of R(G), and denote by ~Xi their
corresponding fundamental vector fields ~AMi . Then,
~X = ∂ +
s∑
i=1
fi(t) ~Xi, fi(t) ∈ OS .
Definition 19 The following vector field in S × G, ~A = ∂ +
∑s
i=1 fi(t)
~Ai, is
called the automorphic system associated to ~X.
From the definition of fundamental vector fields we know that if σ(t) is a
solution of ~A, then σ(t) · x0 is a solution of ~X for any x0 ∈ M . The automor-
phic system is a particular case of a Lie-Vessiot system. The relation between
solutions of the Lie-Vessiot system ~X and its associated automorphic system ~A
leads to Lie’s reduction method and representation formulas as exposed in [1].
Proposition 7 The automorphic system satisfies:
(i) Let ~A be the automorphic system associated to ~X, and σ(t) a solution of
~A defined in S′ ⊂ S. Then, σ(t) · x0 is a solution of ~X.
(ii) The automorphic system associated to ~A is ~A itself.
(iii) The group law G×G→ G is the superposition law admitted by the auto-
morphic system.
(iv) If σ(t) and τ(t) are two solutions of ~A, then σ(t)−1τ(t) is a constant
element of G.
Proof. (i) The tangent vector a t = t0 to the curve σ(t) · x0 is precisely
the projection by the action of the tangent vector to σ(t) at t = t0. This is by
definition, ~AMσ(t0)·x0 .
(ii) When we consider the case of a Lie group acting on itself, its algebra of
fundamental fields is its algebra of right invariant fields. We have ~AGi =
~Ai.
(iii) It is a direct consequence of (i).
(iv) Let σ(t) and τ(t) be two solutions of ~A. By (iii) we know that the group law
is a superposition law. Thus, there is a constant λ ∈ G such that σ(t) ·λ = τ(t).
Then, we have σ(t)−1τ(t) = λ. 
There exists an analytic open subset W ⊂ M r which is union of principal
orbits, and there exist the quotient W/G as an analytic manifold. In such case
the bundle,
π : W →W/G,
is a principal bundle modeled over the groupG. Consider a section s of π defined
in some analytic open subset V ⊂ W/G. Let U be the preimage of V for π.
The section s allow us to define a surjective function,
g : U → G, x¯→ g(x¯) g(x¯) · s(π(x¯)) = x¯
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which is nothing but the usual trivialization function. We define the following
maps ϕ and ψ,
ϕ : U ×M →M, (x¯, y) 7→ g(x¯) · y
ψ : U ×M →M, (x¯, y) 7→ g(x¯)−1 · y.
Lemma 2 The section ϕ is a superposition law for ~X, and Ψ = ψ∗OM is a
local superposition law for ~X.
Proof. Let us consider the map g : U → G. By construction it is a mor-
phism of G-spaces: it verifies g(σ · x¯) = σ ·g(x¯). Therefore, it maps fundamental
vector fields in U to fundamental vector fields in G. Let us remember that
fundamental vector fields in G are right invariant vector fields. We have that
~Xr is projectable by Id× g,
Id× g : S × U → S ×G, ~Xr 7→ ~A,
and the image of ~Xr is the automorphic vector field ~A.
Finally, let us consider r particular solutions of ~X, x(1)(t), . . . , x(r)(t). We
denote by x¯(t) the curve (x(1)(t), . . . , x(r)(t)) inM r. Therefore, x¯(t) is a solution
of ~Xr in M r. Hence, g(x¯(t)) is a solution of the automorphic system ~A in G,
and for x0 ∈ M we obtain by composition g(x¯(t)) · x0, which is a solution of
~X. By the uniqueness of local solutions we know that when x0 varies in M we
obtain the general solution. Then,
ϕ(x(1)(t), . . . , x(r)(t), x0) = g(x¯(t)) · x0
is the general solution and ϕ is a superposition law for ~X.
With respect to ψ, let us note that it is a partial inverse for ϕ in the sense,
ψ(x¯, ϕ(x¯, x)) = x, ϕ(x¯, ψ(x¯, x)) = x.
Hence, if (x¯(t), x(t)) is a solution of ~Xr+1 then ϕ(x¯(t), ψ(x¯(t), x(t)) = x(t) is a
solution of ~X and then ψ(x¯(t), x(t)) is a constant point x0 ofM , and Ψ = ψ
∗OM
is a sheaf of first integrals of ~Xr. 
Superposition Law implies Pretransitive Lie-Vessiot
Consider a superposition law for ~X,
ϕ : U ×M →M.
First, let us make some consideration on the open subset U ⊂M r in the defini-
tion domain of ϕ. Consider the family {(ϕλ, Uλ)}λ∈Λ of different superposition
laws admitted by ~X, ϕλ defined in Uλ ×M . There is a natural partial order
in this family: we write λ < γ if Uλ ⊂ Uγ and ϕλ is obtained from ϕγ by
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restriction: ϕγ |Uλ×M = ϕλ. For a totally ordered subset Γ ⊂ Λ we construct a
supreme element by setting,
UΓ =
⋃
γ∈Γ
Uγ ,
and defining ϕΓ as the unique function defined in UΓ compatible with the re-
strictions. By Zorn lemma, we can assure that there exist a superposition law
ϕ defined in some U ×M which is maximal with respect to this order. From
now on we assume that the considered superposition law is maximal. It is clear
that
ϕ¯ : U ×M r →M r, (x¯, y¯) 7→ (ϕ(x¯, y(1)), ϕ(x¯, y(2)), . . . , ϕ(x¯, y(r))),
is a superposition formula for the lifted Lie-Vessiot system ~Xr in M r. For each
x¯ ∈ U we consider the map
σx¯ : M →M, x 7→ ϕ(x¯, x).
It is clear that σx¯ is a complex analytic automorphism of M . We denote by σ¯x¯
for the cartesian power of σx¯ acting component by component,
σ¯x¯ : M
r →M r, y¯ 7→ ϕ¯(x¯, y¯).
The map σ¯x¯ is a complex analytic automorphism of M
r.
Lemma 3 ((Extension Lemma)) If x¯ and y¯ are in U and there exist z¯ ∈M r
such that ϕ¯(x¯, z¯) = y¯, then z¯ is also in U .
Proof. Let us consider x¯, y¯, z¯ in U such that ϕ¯(x¯, z¯) = y¯. Then we have
a commutative diagram
M
σx¯
!!B
BB
BB
BB
B
M
σy¯ //
σz¯
OO
M
and it is clear that σz¯ = σy¯σ
−1
x¯ , or equivalently
ϕ(z¯, ξ) = ϕ(y¯, σ−1x¯ (ξ)) (22)
for all ξ in M . Now let us consider x¯ and y¯ in U and z¯ ∈M r verifying the same
relation ϕ¯(x¯, z¯) = y¯. We can define ϕ(z¯, ξ) as in equation (22).
Let V be the set of all r-frames z¯ satisfying ϕ(x¯, z¯) = y¯ for certain x¯ and y¯
in U . Let us see that V is an open subset containing U . Relation ϕ¯(x¯, z¯) = y¯ is
equivalent to z¯ = σ¯−1x¯ (y¯), and then it is clear that
V =
⋃
x¯∈U
σ¯−1x¯ (U),
which is union of open subsets, and then it is an open subset. The superposition
law ϕ naturally extends to V ×M , by means of formula (22). Because of the
maximality of this superposition law, we conclude that U coincides with V and
then such a z¯ is in U . 
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Lemma 4 Let G be following set of automorphisms of M ,
G = {σx¯ | x¯ ∈ U}.
Then G is a group of automorphisms of M .
Proof. Let us consider two elements σ1, σ2 of G. They are respectively of
the form σx¯, σy¯ with x¯ and y¯ in U . ϕ¯ is a superposition law for ~X
r. From the
local existence of solutions for differential equations we know that there exist
z¯ ∈ M r such that ϕ¯(x¯, z¯) = y¯. From the previous lemma we know that z¯ ∈ U .
We have that σy¯σ
−1
x¯ = σz¯ . Then σ2σ
−1
1 is in G and it is a subgroup of the group
of automorphisms of M . 
Now let us see that G is endowed with an structure of complex analytic
Lie group and that the Lie algebra R(G,M) of its fundamental fields in M
contains the Lie-Vessiot-Guldberg algebra g( ~X) of ~X. The main idea is to
translate infinitesimal deformations in U to infinitesimal deformations in G.
This approach goes back to Vessiot [19].
Consider x¯ in U , and a tangent vector ~vx ∈ Tx¯U . We can project this
vector to M by means of the superposition principle ϕ(x¯, x). Letting x as a free
variable we define a vector field ~V in M ,
~Vϕ(x¯,x) = ϕ
′
(x¯,x)(~vx);
where ϕ′(x¯,x) is the tangent map to ϕ at (x¯, x):
ϕ′(x¯,x) : T(x¯,x)(U ×M)→ Tϕ(x¯,x)M.
This assignation is linear, and then we obtain an injective map
Tx¯U → X(M), ~vx 7→ ~V
that identifies Tx¯U with a finite dimensional space of vector fields inM which we
denote by gx¯. Let us see that this space does not depends on x¯ in U . Consider
another r-frame y¯ ∈ U . There exist a unique z¯ ∈ U such that ϕ¯(x¯, z¯) = y¯.
Consider the map,
Rz¯ : U →M
r, ξ 7→ ϕ¯(ξ, z¯), Rz¯(x¯).
We have ϕ¯(y¯, ξ) = ϕ¯(Rz¯ x¯, ξ), and then the vector field ~V induced in M by the
tangent vector ~vx ∈ Tx¯U is the same vector field that the induced by the tangent
vector R′z¯(~v) ∈ Ty¯U . Then we conclude that gx¯ ⊆ gy¯. We can gave the same
argument for the reciprocal by taking w¯ such that ϕ¯(y¯, w¯) = x¯. Then gx¯ = gy¯.
We denote by g this finite dimensional space of vector fields in M and s its
complex dimension. This space g is a quotient of Tx¯U , so that Lie’s inequality
s ≤ nr holds.
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Let us see that g is a Lie algebra. We can invert, at least locally, the
superposition law with respect to the last component,
x = ϕ(x¯, λ), λ = ψ(x¯, x).
Denote by Ψ the sheaf generated by the components ψi of these local inversions;
Ψ is a local superposition law. Consider ~v ∈ Tx¯U and ~V the induced vector field
~V ∈ g. It is just an observation that ~V rx¯ , the value at x¯ of the r-th cartesian
power of ~V also induces the same vector field ~V . Then, in the language of small
displacements ,
x+ ε~Vx = ϕ(x¯+ ε~V
r
x¯ , λ), λ = ψ(x¯+ ε~V
r
x¯ , x+ ε~Vx).
Then ~V r+1ψi = 0, and Ψ is a sheaf of first integrals of r+1 cartesian powers of
the fields of g. By using the the same argument that in the proof of Theorem 1
we conclude that g spans a finite dimensional Lie algebra.
Now let us consider the surjective map π : U → G. For σ ∈ G the preimage
π−1(σ) is defined by analytic equations,
π−1(σ) = {x¯ ∈ U | ∀x ∈M ϕi(x¯, x) = σ(x)}. (23)
Let us see that π−1(σ) is a closed sub-manifold of U . Let us compute the
tangent space to π−1(σ) at x¯. A tangent vector ~v ∈ Tx¯U is tangent to the
fiber of σ if and only if ~v is into the kernel of the canonical map Tx¯U → g.
Therefore, π−1(σ) has constant dimension, so that it is defined by a finite subset
of the equations (23). Hence, the stalk π−1(σ) is a closed submanifold of U of
dimension nr − s.
In such case there is a unique analytic structure on G such that π : U → G is
a fiber bundle. Consider gr the Lie algebra spanned by cartesian power vector
fields,
~V r = ~V (1) + . . .+ ~V (r),
with ~V ∈ g. This Lie algebra gr is canonically isomorphic to g. The fields of gr
are projectable by π. The Lie algebra g is then identified with the Lie algebra
R(G) of right invariant vector fields in G. We deduce that g is the algebra
R(G,M) of fundamental fields of G in M .
Finally, let us see that the elements ofR(G,M) span the Lie-Vessiot-Guldberg
algebra of ~X. For all t0 ∈ S we have,
ϕ(x¯+ ε( ~Xrt0)x¯, λ) = x+ (
~Xt0)x,
and then ~Xt0 is the vector field of g induced by the tangent vector ( ~X
r
t0
)x¯ at any
x¯ in U . Then ~Xt ∈ g for all t ∈ S and therefore there are ~Vi ∈ g and analytic
functions fi(t) ∈ OS for i = 1, . . . , s such that,
~X = ∂ +
s∑
i=1
fi(t)~Vi,
and ~X is a Lie-Vessiot system in M related to the action of G.
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Lemma 5 The action of G on M is pretransitive.
Proof. First, by Lemma 3 the open subset U is union of principal orbits.
Let us prove that the space of orbits U/G in a complex analytic manifold.
Consider π : U → G, x¯ 7→ σx¯ as in the previous lemma. Let U0 be preimage of
Id, which is a closed submanifold of U . Consider the map,
π2 : U → U, x¯ 7→ σ
−1
x¯ x¯,
then π(π2(x¯)) = Id, and the image of π2 is U0. The two projections π : U → G
and π2 : U → U0 give a decomposition U = U0 × G and then the quotient
U/G ≃ U0 is a complex analytic manifold. We conclude that the action of G on
M is pretransitive. 
We conclude that ~X is a Lie-Vessiot system associated to the pretransitive
action of G on M , this ends the proof of theorem 2.
Example 6.1 Let us consider Weierstrass equation for the ℘ function,
℘˙2 = 4(℘3 + g2℘+ g3),
the classical addition formula for Weierstrass equation,
℘(a+ b) = −℘(a)− ℘(b)−
1
4
℘˙(a)− ℘˙(b)
℘(a)− ℘(b)
can be understood as a superposition law for the differential equation,
x˙ = 2
√
f(t)(x3 + g2x+ g3). (24)
The general solution of 24 is:
x = ℘
(∫ x
t0
f(ξ)dξ + λ
)
. (25)
By taking off the constant λ of the formula 25 we obtain the metioned super-
position law,
ϕ(x, λ) = −x− λ−
1
2
√
x3 − g2x− g3 −
√
λ3 − g2λ− g3
x− λ
.
Where the square roots are defined in a doble-sheet ramified covering C. If we
apply Vessiot global method here, it is clear that we recover the elliptic curve
group structure. However, infinitesimal Lie approach gives us no information
about this non-linear algebraic group, but just about its Lie algebra. Using Lie’s
infinitesimal approach, equation 24 is just equivalent to,
x˙ = f(t).
This example can be generalized to addition formulas of abelian functions in
several variables. In those cases, non-linear and non-globally linearizable super-
position laws appear.
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7 Rational Superposition Laws
Using this global philosophy it is easy to jump into the algebraic category.
First, is follows easly that rational superposition laws lead to rational actions
of algebraic groups. From now on let M be an algebraic variety.
Theorem 3 Let ~X be a non-autonomous meromorphic vector field in an al-
gebraic manifold M that admits a rational superposition law. Then, it is a
Lie-Vessiot system related to a algebraic action of an algebraic group if M .
Proof. First, note that the extension lemma 3 also works in the algebraic
case. So that we can assume that the superposition law
ϕ : U ×M →M
is defined in a Zariski open subset U ⊂M r such that, if x¯, y¯ are in U and there
exist z¯ such that ϕ¯(x¯, z¯) = y¯ then z¯ is also in U . Then, by Lemma 5 we have a
decomposition, U = G× U0 being U0 the fiber of the identity in U . Let us see
that we can indentify G with an algebraic submanifold of U . Let us fix λ¯ ∈ U0,
then G is identified with the set ϕ(x¯, λ¯) where x varies in U , which is the image
of the map:
ψ : U → U, ψ(x¯) = ϕ(x¯, λ¯),
This map ψ is clearly rational. The image of a rational map is, by Weil’s
projection theorem, boolean combination of algebraic subsets of U . But, in the
other hand, it has been proved that this image is analiticaly isomorphic to G.
Then, it follows that it embedding of G into U whose image is an algebraic
submanifold of U . Then, G inherits this algebraic structure. It is clear that the
composition law and the action are then algebraic. 
8 Strongly Normal Extensions
From now on, let ~X be a non-autonomous meromorphic vector field in an al-
gebraic manifold M with coefficients in the Riemann surface S that admits a
rational superposition law. Applying Theorem 3, we also consider the algebraic
group G that realizes ~X as an algebraic Lie-Vessiot system.
The objective of this section is to prove that a rational differential equation
with meromorphic coefficients in a Riemann surface S, admitting a rational
superposition law, have its general solution in a differential field extension of
the field of meromorphic functions in S which is an strongly normal extension
in the sense of Kolchin. Then, superposition laws fall into the differential Galois
theory developed in [10].
The fieldM(S) of meromorphic functions in S is a differential field, endowed
of the derivation ∂, its field of constants if clearly C. For a differential field K
we denote its field of constants by CK . Let K, L be two differential fields.
By a differential field morphism we mean a field morphism ϕ : K → L which
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commutes with the derivation. When we fix a non-trivial (and then injective)
differential field morphism, K ⊂ L we speak of a differential field extension.
By a K-isomorphism of L we mean a differential field morphism from L into
a differential field extension of K that fix K pointwise. We will denote by
AutK(L) the set of differential automorphisms of L that fix K pointwise.
The following lema tell us that the vector field X can not have movable
singularities.
Lemma 6 There is a discrete set R in S such that ~X is holomorphic in M×S×
being S× = S \R.
~X = δ +
s∑
i=1
fi(t) ~Xi,
being the fi(t) meromorphic functions in S with poles in R.
Proof. Let t0 be a point of S such that ~X is defined at least at one point of
the fiber t = t0 inM×S. Then, it is defined in at least an open subset of the fiber
t = t0. It implies that there exist then r local solutions x1(t), . . . , xr(t), defined
in an in S′ ⊂ S around t0 that form a fundamental system of solutions. Then,
by the superposition law, its follows that for any particular initial condition
x0 ∈ M there exist λ ∈ M such that ϕ(x1(t), . . . , xr(t), λ) is the solution of ~X
with initial condition x(t0) = x0. It follows that the fiber t = t0 does not meet
the singular locus of ~X.
Thus, the singular locus of ~X should be an union of fibers of the proyection
S × M → S. Those fibers should be isolated, because the vector field ~X is
meromorphic. 
From now on we consider S× as above, and we set S˜× to be the universal
covering of S×.
Lemma 7 Any germ of solution x(t) defined in S′ ⊂ S× can be prolonged into
a solution defined in the universal covering S˜× of S×.
Proof. It is enough to see that any solution can be analitically prolongued
along any diffentiable path. Let γ : [0, 1]→ S× be a differentiable path. For any
point t¯ in the image of γ we consider a simply connected open neighborhood Ut¯
such that there exist a fundamental system of solutions xt¯1, . . . x
t¯
r defined in Ut¯.
Now, we apply that the interval [0, 1] is compact, so we can take just a finite
number of open subsets U1, . . . , Un. In each one of this open subset the general
solution exist for any initial condition. So that, we can continue any solution
defined around γ(0) along γ to γ(1). 
Let x(t) be a particular solution of ~X defined in S˜×. Then, we can consider
M(S) ⊂M(S)〈x(t)〉, the differential field extension spanned by the coordinates
of x(t) in any affine chart.
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Lemma 8 Let x¯(t) = (x1(t), . . . , xr(t)) be a fundamental system of solutions
of ~X, and σ(t) a solution of the associated automorphic system ~A. Then
M(S)〈x¯(t)〉 =M(S)〈σ(t)〉.
Proof. First, there exist a r-uple λ¯ in U such that x¯(t) = σ(t) · λ¯. Then,
it is clear that the coordinates of x¯(t) are rational functions on the coordinaes
of σ(t), i. e. M(S)〈x¯(t)〉 ⊂ M(S)〈σ(t)〉. The converse follow from the fact that
there is a surjective morphism π : U → G that sends x¯(t) to a solution τ(t) of
~A. Then the coordinates of τ(t) are, by this proyection, rational funcions of the
coordinates of x¯(t) and we have that M(S)〈τ(t)〉 ⊂ M(S)〈x(t)〉. Finally, by
Proposition 7 (iii), we know that τ(t) and σ(t) are related by a left translation
in G, so that M(S)〈σ(t)〉 coincides witn M(S)〈τ(t)〉. 
By the above Lemma 8 any fundamental system of solutions of ~X , or equiv-
alenty any solution of ~A span the same differential field extension of M(S).
Then, we can define:
Definition 20 We call the Galois differential field of ~X to the differential field
M(S)〈x¯(t)〉 spanned by the coordinates of a fundamental system of solutions
x¯(t), defined in S˜×.
From now on we denote by L to the Galois differential field of ~X. We have
that M(S) ⊂ L ⊂ M(S˜×). It is clear that if x(t) is a particular solution of ~X
then M(S)〈x(t)〉 is contained in L.
Definition 21 Let K be a differential field whose field of constants if C. A
strongly normal extension is a differential field extension K ⊂ L such that,
(i) the field of constants of L is C,
(ii) for any K-isomorphism σ : L → U into a differential field extension U of
L we have that L · σL ⊂ L · CU .
Theorem 4 Let ~X be a non-autonomous meromorphic vector field in an al-
gebraic manifold M with coefficients in the Riemann surface S that admits a
rational superposition law. Let L be the Galois differenial field of ~X. Then,
M(S) ⊂ L is a strongly normal extension in the sense of Kolchin. Moreover,
each particular solution σ(t) of the associated automorphic system induce an
injective map,
AutM(S)(L)→ G.
which is an anti-morphism of groups.
Proof. We consider, as above, σ(t) a solution of the associated automor-
phic system, so that L =M(S)〈σ(t)〉. Let F : L→ U be a M(S)-isomorphism.
Then, acting coordinate by coordinate F (σ(t)) is an element of G with coordi-
nates in U . Let us recall F fixes M(S) pointwise, we have that the coordinates
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F (σ(t)) satisfy all the differential equations satisfied by the coordinates of σ(t)
with coefficients in M(S). Then F (σ(t)) is a solution of ~A. Let us denote
F (σ(t)) = τ(t).
By the properties of automorphic systems, we have that σ(t)−1 · τ(t) which
is an element of G with coordinates in U is constant, that is, its coordinates are
in CU . Let us call it λ = σ(t)
−1 · τ(t). Then, we have L · σL ⊂ L(λ) ⊂ L · CU ,
and we conclude that M(S) ⊂ L is a strongly normal extension.
Let us construct the anti-morphism of groups above stated. We fix the
solution σ(t) of ~A. Let F be a K-automorphism of L. By the above argu-
ment F (σ(t)) is also a solution of ~A, so that there exist a unique λF such that
F (σ(t)) = σ(t) · λF . Then we define:
Φσ : AutM(S)(L)→ G, F → λF .
If we consider a pair of automorphisms F, and G, we have:
F (G(σ(t)) = F (σ(t)) · λG) = σ(t) · λFλG,
so that it is clear that it is anti-morphism. Finally, for proving that this map
is injective it suffices to recall that σ(t) spans L. Thus, if an automorphism let
σ(t) fixed then it is the identity. 
Remark 8.1 This problem was also apprached in a purely algebraic way, with
no explicit relation with superposition laws. See, for instance [2] Theorem 4.40.,
or [10] Chapter VI, Section 7.
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